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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) plays an indispensable role
in our daily life, in many cases, IoT systems are implemented following the client-server paradigm, which are vulnerable to single
point of failures and malicious attacks. Due to the resilience and
security promise of blockchain, the idea of combining blockchain
and IoT has gained considerable attention in recent years.
However, blockchains are power-intensive and low-throughput,
which may not suitable for power-constrained IoT devices. To
tackle these challenges, we present B-IoT, a blockchain based
IoT system with credit-based consensus mechanism. We propose
a credit-based proof-of-work (PoW) mechanism for IoT devices,
which enhances security and improves transaction efﬁciency
simultaneously. In order to protect the conﬁdentiality of sensitive
IoT data, we design a data authority management method to
regulate the access to sensor data. In addition, our system is built
based on a directed acyclic graph (DAG)-structured blockchain,
which is more efﬁcient than the satoshi-style blockchain. We
implement a prototype of B-IoT on Raspberry Pi, and conduct
case studies of a smart factory. Extensive evaluation and analysis
results demonstrate that the proposed credit-based PoW mechanism and data access control are practical for IoT.
Index Terms—Internet of Things, blockchain, credit-based,
proof-of-work, directed acyclic graph, security.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is considered as a bridge to connect
diverse devices together. By enabling easy access and interaction with a wide variety of devices, IoT has become an integral
part of the Internet [1]. It is reported that the IoT smart objects
are expected to reach 212 billion entities deployed globally by
the end of 2020 [2], which offers a great market opportunity
for equipment manufacturers, Internet service providers and
application developers. In the present, many IoT systems are
being applied in the healthcare service [3], transportation and
logistics [4], ﬁreﬁghting [5], etc.
Even though the IoT technique has been applied in many
ﬁelds, security attacks and failures can cause great trouble
in the global IoT network [6], which may outweigh any of its
beneﬁts. For example, the central data center in the IoT system
is vulnerable to the single point of failure [7] and malicious
attacks such as DDoS, Sybil attack [8], which disrupt services
availability. Besides, sensor data stored in central data center
are at the risk of disclosure. In the meantime, data interception
may occur in communications between IoT devices, which
cannot promise the credibilities of collected data.
2575-8411/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE
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In recent years, with the emergence of blockchain, the idea
of combining blockchain and IoT has gained considerable
attention [9]–[12]. By leveraging the features of tamper-proof
and decentralized consensus mechanism in blockchain, we
have the chance to solve aforementioned security issues in
IoT systems.
There are some existing research on this topic, for example,
O. Novo [10] proposed an access control system based on
blockchain technology to manage IoT devices. However, the
system is not fully built on a distributed architecture because
of the usage of the central management hub. Once the management hub is failed or attacked, IoT devices connected to it
will be unavailable. Z. Li et al. [13] exploited the consortium
blockchain technology to propose a secure energy trading
system. But they did not consider privacy issue such as the
sensitive data disclosure risk. Besides, they all adopt chainstructured blockchains in IoT systems, which overload powerconstrained IoT devices. In the meantime, some other challenges arise when introducing the novel design of blockchain
into IoT systems. We summarize three main challenges:
1) The trade-off between efﬁciency and security: We know
that consensus algorithms in blockchain can effectively help
to defend malicious attacks. PoW is the most widely used
consensus algorithm, which forces nodes to run high complexity hash algorithms to verify transactions. However, it is
overloaded for power-constrained IoT devices. While eliminating the PoW mechanism can potentially improve efﬁciency
of transactions, it causes security issues. How to balance
the trade-off between security and efﬁciency in consensus
mechanism is the ﬁrst challenge.
2) The coexistence of transparency and privacy:
Blockchain features of transparency, which is an important
characteristic in the ﬁnance ﬁeld. However, it may become a
drawback for some IoT systems, where the collected sensitive
data require the conﬁdentiality and are only accessible by
authorized ones. Thus how to design the access control scheme
in a transparent system is the second challenge.
3) The conﬂicts between high concurrency and low throughput: There are various IoT devices reporting data all the
time in IoT systems, which demand high concurrency. Unfortunately, complex cryptographic based security mechanisms
largely limit the throughput of blockchain. Besides, the synchronous consensus model in chain-structured blockchains
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cannot make full use of bandwidth in IoT systems. So how to
improve the throughput of blockchain to satisfy the need of
frequent transactions in IoT systems is the third challenge.
These three challenges motivate us to design a general,
scalable and secure blockchain-based IoT system. To address
these challenges, we propose a blockchain system with creditbased consensus mechanism for IoT, named B-IoT. In order to
decrease the power-consumption in consensus mechanism, we
present a self-adaptive PoW algorithm for power-constrained
IoT devices. It adjusts the difﬁculty of PoW based on nodes’
behaviours, which decreases the difﬁculty for honest nodes
while increasing it for malicious nodes. We also present an
access control scheme based on the symmetric cryptography
in the transparent blockchain system, which provides a ﬂexible
data authority management method for users. Our system
infrastructure is built based on the DAG-structured blockchain,
which improves the system throughput by leveraging its asynchronous consensus model.
We implement a proof of concept system on Raspberry Pi
for a case study of the smart factory. Extensive experiments
and analysis results demonstrate that the proposed credit-based
PoW mechanism and data authority management method can
guarantee efﬁciency and security simultaneously. Our main
contributions of this paper are described as following:
•

•

•

We propose a general, scalable and secure blockchain
system for IoT, where we design a moderate-cost creditbased PoW mechanism and an efﬁcient access control
scheme for power-constrained IoT devices.
Different from previous works, we utilize the DAGstructured blockchain as the infrastructure instead of the
chain-structured blockchain to build our system, which
can achieve a high throughput.
We design and implement a proof of concept system for a
case study of the smart factory. The results of experiments
show that the proposed credit-based PoW mechanism and
the data authority management method are practical in
IoT devices.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II brieﬂy introduces the background of blockchain technology.
We describe our threat models in Section III. Section IV
presents the overview of our blockchain system for smart
factory including architecture and mechanisms design. In
Section V, we implement a prototype of B-IoT and introduce
the workﬂow of B-IoT in detail. Evaluation and analysis are
conducted in Section VI. Section VII discusses the related
work, and Section VIII concludes this paper.
II. BACKGROUND
Blockchains are distributed ledgers or databases that enable
parties which do not fully trust each other to form and maintain
consensus about the existence, status and evolution of a set
of shared facts, which is backed by complex cryptographic
technologies and consensus models [14]. These values of
blockchain have gained considerable interest and adoption in
industry and academia.

Fig. 1. Chain-structured blockchain. White squares represent valid blocks,
and gray squares represent invalid blocks.

Blockchains can be sorted into two types by structures, one
is chain-structured blockchain and the other is DAG-structured
blockchain [15].
A. Chain-Structured Blockchain
Existing implementations of blockchain are mainly based
on chain-structured blockchain, such as Bitcoin, Ethereum,
Hyperledger. As Fig. 1 shows that chain-structured blockchain
maintains the longest chain as the main chain in the system,
blocks attached in the main chain are considered as valid transactions. When two blocks are generated just a few seconds
apart, forks will happen, and the latest block in the longest
chain is always chosen, so other blocks in shorter chains are
considered as invalid blocks.
However, chain-structured blockchain is power-intensive
due to its complex cryptographic security mechanisms [16],
which is not suitable for power-constrained IoT devices. Also,
synchronous consensus mechanisms limit the system throughput, i.e., transactions only can be validated one by one, which
cannot satisfy the need for frequent requests in IoT systems.
B. DAG-Structured Blockchain
In order to make blockchain technology more practical in
realistic world, especially in power-constrained applications,
people propose a new structure of blockchain, based on
directed acyclic graph architecture, known as tangle [17].
In tangle, it eliminates the concept of block, each transaction
is an individual node linked in the distributed ledger. Before
a new transaction is submitted, it must validate two former
transactions that have been attached but not veriﬁed in the
tangle, which is called tips. Then the new transaction bundles
with these two former transactions through running PoW
algorithm. After that, the new transaction can be broadcast
to the tangle network. Each new transaction always will be
validated by other newer transactions in later. There is a metric
called weight for each transaction, which is proportional to the
number of validation for the transaction. The weight is similar
to the concept of six-block-security [18] in bitcoin, the larger
value of weight is, the more difﬁcult of the transaction to be
tampered.
In chain-structured blockchain, a new transaction must be
validated before attached to the main chain, which is called
synchronous consensus. Different from it, tangle adopts an
asynchronous consensus, which is more efﬁcient in improving system throughput. As shown in Fig. 2, DAG-structured
blockchain is not constrained by the single main chain and
forks all the time. The relation among transactions looks like
a tangled net. This novel architecture can improve network
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Fig. 2. Directed acyclic graph (DAG)-structured blockchain. White squares
represent veriﬁed transactions, while gray squares represent tips.

throughput and system response time. IOTA, Byteball, NANO
[19] are three representative DAG-structured blockchains.
C. Why Blockchain in IoT
The basic feature of blockchain is the decentralized trust,
i.e., the non-tamperable source of data. Today, most IoT systems rely on the centralized data center to store massive data.
Due to the inability to verify that data was not manipulated,
IoT data cannot be fully trusted outside a owner’s domain. For
example, autonomous car startups and ride sharing giants, such
as Uber and Lyft, have no solution to share trusted mapping
or ride data. Instead, they gather and store similar datasets
independently. How can we break down these monolithic data
siloes and enable trust across parties? The combination of
secure IoT devices and blockchain introduces a uniquely pure
source of IoT data, which is known to come from a speciﬁc
source and be non-manipulated [20].
In this paper, we adopt DAG-structured blockchains as the
underlying technology. Though DAG-structured blockchains
are designed for IoT or IoT-like systems, which contain
computation capability limited devices, they still cannot satisfy
the demands of frequent transactions because of its high
complexity consensus algorithm. Hence, we need to design
new light-weight consensus mechanisms for IoT systems.
III. T HREAT M ODEL
In this work, we assume that attackers are able to launch the
following attacks. We are not concerned about how attackers
launch different attacks, but focus on defending the system
against these possible attacks.
• Single Point of Failure. The single point of failure is a
part of a system whose failure will stop the entire system
from working, which is undesirable in any system with
a goal of high availability or reliability.
• Sybil Attack. In a peer-to-peer network, each node has
one identity generally. There may exist evil nodes, which
pretend multiple identities illegitimately, attempts to control most nodes in the network to eliminate the function
of redundant replicated nodes, or to defraud multiple
rewards, which is known as Sybil attack.
• Lazy tips. A ‘lazy’ node could always verify a ﬁxed
pair of very old transactions, while not contributing to
the veriﬁcation of more recent transactions. For example,

a malicious entity can artiﬁcially inﬂate the number of
tips by issuing many transactions that verify a ﬁxed pair
of transactions. This would make it possible for future
transactions to select these tips with very high probability,
abandoning the tips belonging to honest nodes effectively.
• Double-spending. A malicious node wants to spend the
same token twice or more through submitting multiple
transactions before the previous one is veriﬁed. Even
though such behaviour will be detected and canceled by
asynchronous consensus mechanism, it slows down the
efﬁciency of system because other associated transactions
also will be redone.
The role of the manager in our system is assumed trustful,
our security analysis are conducted under this premise. In
addition, we assume that the attackers have limited computation capability, whose computation capability is close to IoT
devices in the system. We assume attacks from the hardware
layer are out of our scope in this work. So the private keys
stored in IoT devices are assumed secure.
Under the above threat model, B-IoT has three security and
privacy goals: service availability, anti-attack capability and
data conﬁdentiality.
Service Availability. B-IoT can handle the single point
failure and keep the system service available.
Anti-attack Capability. B-IoT can mitigate the effects of
Sybil attack, lazy tips, double-spending, DDoS attack, etc.
Data Conﬁdentiality. Sensitive sensor data in B-IoT will
not be leaked, though these data are stored in the public
blockchains.
IV. B-I OT: B LOCKCHAIN D RIVEN I NTERNET OF T HINGS
WITH C REDIT-BASED C ONSENSUS M ECHANISM
In this section, we present the overview of the proposed
blockchain-based IoT system. We will introduce the detailed
system design from three parts, which are system architecture,
credit-based PoW mechanism and data authority management
method. We present system architecture designed for the case
study of smart factory ﬁrstly.
A. Architecture Design for Smart Factory
The system is built on a DAG-structured blockchain, each
entity is a node in the blockchain-based IoT system. In
terms of functional division, they can be divided into two
categories, light nodes and full nodes: Light nodes are those
power-constrained devices like IoT devices. They do not store
blockchain information due to their constrained nature. What
they can do are to verify tips, run PoW consensus algorithm
and send new transactions to full nodes. Full nodes are those
more powerful devices like gateways or servers, their main
duty is to maintain the whole blockchain network, i.e., the
tangle. They receive transaction requests from light nodes
and broadcast in the blockchain network to complete the
transactions.
The architecture of our system is shown in Fig. 3, and there
are four components.
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Fig. 3. The architecture of blockchain-based IoT system for smart factory.

1) Wireless sensors: Wireless sensors deployed in a smart
factory belong to the group of light nodes. Each sensor will
generate a blockchain account when initialized, i.e., a pair of
public/secret key (P K, SK), which is the unique identiﬁer in
the system. The key pair for each device is not only used to
sign transactions, but also to make the key distribution, which
will be described in Section III-C.
2) Gateways: Gateways play the role of full nodes, which
are committed to maintaining the tangle network. More speciﬁc, gateways receive the requests from various sensors,
verify and broadcast the transactions in the tangle, they only
process transactions from legal sensors that are authorized by
the manager.
3) Manager: Manager is a speciﬁc full node, which is
responsible for managing IoT devices in a smart factory. The
public key of the manager will be hard-coded into genesis conﬁg of blockchain, which means only the manager has the rights
to publish or update the authorization list of devices. Then
the manager can manage IoT devices (authorize/deauthorize)
through posting a new transaction where records public keys
of authorized IoT devices. It can be described as:
T X = SignSKM (P Kd1 , P Kd2 , ..., P Kdn ),

(1)

where T X represents a transaction, SKM represents the secret
key of the manager, P Kd1 , P Kd2 , ..., P Kdn represent public
keys of IoT devices. Because the manager signs the transaction
by using his secret key, which cannot be forged, thus gateways
can discriminate legal devices by fetching authorized devices
list published by the manager from blockchain.
In each smart factory, the existence of one or more managers
are permitted. The role of manager can help to manage the IoT
devices in a smart factory. By leveraging the authorization list
on blockchains, gateways can also block the requests from
unauthorized devices. In this way, our system can be scaled
and managed ﬂexibly. In B-IoT, we consider that the manager
is always a honest node.
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4) Tangle network: The tangle network in our system
is a public blockchain network, any party can access the
network. Gateways, i.e., full nodes, keep the network secure
and stable by broadcasting transactions and keeping copies of
the blockchain.
Among factories, secure data sharing is also supported.
For example, if factories need to conﬁgure their machines
operating parameters for processing a certain kind of parts,
they do not need to debug machines independently. They
can request solutions of the same parts from other factories
which have conﬁgured them through B-IoT. Due to the nontamperable and traceable data on blockchains, B-IoT can break
down these monolithic data siloes and enable trust across
factories.
For some sensitive data, we can use data authority management method to protect the privacy of sensor data, which will
be detailed introduced in Section III-C.
The architecture of our system is distributed and resilient
to various attacks, such as DDoS, Sybil, double-spending,
etc. Also, our system is based on DAG-structured blockchain,
which improves system throughput comparing to chainstructured blockchain. In order to further improve throughput
of our system and make access control in the system, we
propose a credit-based PoW mechanism and a data authority
management method in the rest part of this section.
B. Credit-Based PoW Mechanism
We design a credit-based PoW mechanism to balance the
trade-off between efﬁciency and security in consensus mechanism.
We deﬁne that node i has a property of credit value Cri ,
and the credit value will change in real time based on node’s
behaviours. Normal behaviours, i.e., obey the system rules
to send transactions, will increase the credit value over time
gradually. In the opposite, nodes which conduct abnormal
behaviours will decrease credit value. The difﬁculty of PoW
mechanism is self-adaptive according to credit value of each
node, the lower credit value is, the longer time taken to run
PoW algorithm. So this mechanism will let honest nodes consume less resources while force malicious nodes to increase
the cost of attacks.
Here we take two abnormal behaviours into consideration
in designing of credit-based PoW mechanism, lazy tips and
double-spending, which have been introduced in Section III.
Thus, according to the behaviour of node i, we divide Cri
into two components, which can be denoted as:
Cri = λ1 CriP + λ2 CriN ,
CriP

(2)
CriN

represents the positive impact part,
reprewhere
sents the negative impact part, λ1 and λ2 represent the weight
coefﬁcient of each part respectively.
We can distribute the weight of these two parts by adjusting
λ1 and λ2 . If we want to adopt strict punishment strategy in
the system, we can set λ2 larger.

CriP is positively related to the number of normal transactions over a unit of time of node i, i.e., is measured by the
level of node activity, which is deﬁned as:
 ni
wk
,
(3)
CriP = k=1
ΔT
where ni denotes the number of valid transactions of node
i during the latest unit of time, ΔT denotes a unit of time,
wk denotes the weight of the k-th transaction. The weight of a
transaction means the number of validation to this transaction.
That is to say, if node i is active during a period of time,
CriP will adjust according to the level of activity, which
guarantee active nodes in the system can submit transactions
faster while using less power. If node i does not submit
transactions for a period of time, we consider it as an inactive,
even an untrusted node, so the system will not decrease the
difﬁculty of PoW for it at the beginning, i.e., CriP = 0.
CriN is negatively related to the number of malicious
behaviours of node i, which is deﬁned as:
CriN = −

mi

k=1

α(B) ·

ΔT
,
t − tk

(4)

where mi represents the total number of malicious behaviours
conducted by node i, t represents current time, tk represents
the time point of the k-th malicious behaviour conducted by
node i, and α(B) represents the punishment coefﬁcient for
malicious behaviour B, which is deﬁned as:

αl if B is lazy tips behaviour;
(5)
α(B) =
αd if B is double-spending behaviour,
where αl and αd can be adjusted according to the requirement
of sensitivity to malicious behaviours. We will discuss concrete
parameters setting in Section V-A.
As described in Eqn. 4, we can observe that the impact of
malicious behaviours on a node will gradually decrease over
time. But different from CriP , the impact cannot be eliminated
over time. When a malicious behaviour happened just a
moment, the absolute value of CriN will be so large that the
malicious node cannot continue conducting attacks because of
the large difﬁculty of PoW. Thus we can mitigate the malicious
behaviours in time. Because the credit value is calculated
based on transaction weight and abnormal behaviours, which
can be reﬂected from blockchain records, so the credit value
cannot be forged or tampered.
After we calculate CriP and CriN respectively, we can get
Cri according to Eqn. 2. And we deﬁne Cri ∝ D1i , where Di
is the difﬁculty of PoW for node i.
The following part is to introduce how can we control the
difﬁculty value of PoW algorithm. In tangle, a new transaction
should bundle with two former transactions through PoW
algorithm before submitting, which can be expressed as:
output = hash{hash(T X1 )||hash(T X2 )||nonce},

(6)

where T X1 and T X2 are hash values of two former transactions respectively, the nonce is a random number which
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Fig. 4. The process of symmetric secret key distribution.

nodes need to calculate. If output satisﬁes the requirement of
minimum length of preﬁx zero, then nodes succeed to ﬁnd the
valid nonce.
Due to the computation complexity and anti-collision of
hash algorithm, we know that if the demand of minimum
length of preﬁx zero is larger, it is more difﬁcult to calculate a
valid nonce. Thus we can control the difﬁculty of PoW through
adjusting the demand of minimum length of preﬁx zero of the
target hash string.
Hence, credit-based PoW mechanism can decrease the
power consumption of honest nodes while mitigate malicious
attacks efﬁciently.
C. Data Authority Management Method
Due to the transparency of blockchain, sensor data stored
in blockchain is exposed in public. So we propose a data
authority management method to support access control of
sensor data in the system.
The way to protect data conﬁdentiality in a transparent
system is encryption. There are two main types of encryption
algorithms, which are symmetric key encryption and public
key encryption. Considering the efﬁciency of encryption algorithms, symmetric key encryption is much faster (about
100˜1000 times faster) than public key encryption, which
is beneﬁcial for power-constrained devices. Also, there are
massive quantities of sensor data in smart factories, it is
unbearable to use the much slower public key encryption.
However, different from public key encryption, if we adopt
symmetric key encryption, we must consider a secure way
to distribute the secret key. So in order to design a ﬂexible
data authority management method, we propose our secret key
distribution scheme without any central trust party ﬁrstly.
From aforementioned architecture design, we know that
every node has a pair of public/secret key (P K, SK) as the
unique identiﬁer, so we can utilize public key encryption to
distribute the symmetric key.
There are three steps for one time secret key distribution, the
process of secret key distribution is shown in Fig. 4, where T S
denotes a timestamp, M denotes a message, Enc and Dec are
the abbreviation of encrypt and decrypt respectively. The step
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of generating symmetric secret key is only done for one time.
Each message is signed with the sender’s secret key, which
ensures the received message is not tampered or damaged. T S
in each message presents timeliness of the message, which is
used to resist replay attack.
M1 is encrypted by the public key of IoT device, which
means the message only can be decrypted by the IoT device.
noncea attached in M1 is used to launch a response-challenge,
if IoT device returns the correct nonce, we consider the IoT
device has decrypted M1 correctly. IoT device decrypts M1
and gets the symmetric secret key, then sends M2 encrypted
by SKS to demonstrate the success of decryption. nonceb is
also a response-challenge which is used to test the correctness
of SKS . And manager returns nonceb in M3 to complete this
round of key distribution.
This key distribution scheme utilizes the public/secret key
of each node to distribute symmetric secret key without any
central trust server. Also, it is ﬂexible to update symmetric
keys if needed.
The function of each device is relatively ﬁxed. For those
devices whose collected non-sensitive data, they do not need to
encrypt sensor data. So the manager only distributes secret key
to those devices which collect sensitive data. After IoT devices
get the symmetric secret key, then they can encrypt sensor data
before posting it to blockchain. Only people who have the
secret key can decrypt those sensitive data, which guarantees
data conﬁdentiality in a transparent system efﬁciently.
V. I MPLEMENTATION
In this section, we present the detailed implementation of
our system. We use IOTA as the blockchain technology for
the system, which is one of the most popular DAG-structured
blockchain platform currently. In the rest part of this section,
we will introduce the implementation of full nodes and light
nodes.
A. Full Nodes
There are two roles of full nodes, manager and gateway.
They are implemented based on IRI1 , which is the ofﬁcial
reference implementation of full nodes. A full-featured node
is a part of the tangle network as both a transaction relay
and network information provider. It provides a convenient
RESTful HTTP interface, so light nodes can post transactions
to full nodes through the RPC interface. Besides, for the
functionality of symmetric key generation and distribution, we
use SHA-256 algorithm built in IOTA to distribute secret key,
and use AES block cipher algorithm implemented by C to
encrypt sensor data.

Fig. 5. The B-IoT prototype implemented on Raspberry Pi and PC.

interface, in order to adjust the difﬁculty of PoW algorithm
ﬂexibly, so we implement an extension package written in Java
to extend PyOTA. The package is implemented according to
the proposed credit-based PoW mechanism. We also implement AES-based data authority management method on light
nodes by using C to encrypt collected sensor data.
C. Tangle Network
Full nodes maintain the tangle network through broadcasting, storing and synchronizing blockchain information, and
light nodes contribute to increasing the stability of tangle
through validating and submitting new transactions. Here we
use a PC as a gateway/manager to run a full node, and use
a Raspberry Pi Model 3B as an IoT device to run a light
node, which is shown in Fig. 5. The Raspberry Pi reports
collected data continuously and the PC screen shows the status
of transactions in real time.
In this system, the interaction between manager, gateway
and IoT device is shown in Fig. 6. The workﬂow of system
can be described as following steps:

B. Light Nodes
Light nodes are IoT devices in this system, which connect
to full nodes to interact with the tangle network. They are
implemented based on PyOTA2 , which is the IOTA Python
API Library. However, PyOTA does not provide local PoW
1 [Online].
2 [Online].

Available: https://github.com/iotaledger/iri
Available: https://pyota.readthedocs.io/
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1) The manager initializes gateways to set up the tangle network ﬁrstly, i.e., records gateways identiﬁers in
blockchain that cannot be tampered.
2) Then, the manager can authorize or deauthorize IoT
devices through updating authorized devices list in the
form of a transaction.
3) In the stage of secret key distribution, the manager does
not need to distribute secret key to all IoT devices, only
to devices which collect sensitive data. More speciﬁc, in
this case, for IoT device 1, it does not need to encrypt
collected sensor data because its data is not sensitive,
but for IoT device 2, it will encrypt data by using
symmetric secret key before posting transactions in order
to guarantee sensitive data privacy.
4) After that, an IoT device will get two random tips to
validate them before submitting a new transaction.
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Fig. 6. The interaction among manager, gateway and IoT device.

VI. E VALUATION AND A NALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate the performance in credit-based
PoW mechanism and how the data authority management
method impact on the efﬁciency of transactions. In addition,
we provide security analysis of the whole system from two
perspectives, i.e., system security and privacy security. IOTA
already provides an ofﬁcial live transaction visualizer3 , which
also displays average number of transaction per second (TPS)
of the whole tangle network. For this reason, this section will
not evaluate tangle network and target the new components
proposed in our system.
Because the system is designed for IoT devices, in order to
make evaluation results more convincing, all experiments were
done on a Raspberry Pi Model 3B with Quad Core@1.2GHz,
which is a power-constrained and computation-limited device.
A. Performance in Credit-Based PoW Mechanism
In this part, we evaluate the credit-based PoW mechanism
comparing to the traditional PoW algorithm. We ﬁrstly discuss
parameters setting that presented in Section III-B.
We carried out the PoW algorithm at different difﬁculty
values, in order to ﬁnd the relationship between the running
time and the difﬁculty value of PoW. The result is shown in
Fig. 7.
3 [Online].

Available: https://thetangle.org/live
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5) When validation is passed, the IoT device bundles the
new transaction with these two veriﬁed tips through
PoW algorithm, and submits it to the gateways.
Step 4 and step 5 are just an one-time process of sensor
data submission, which can be done repeatedly.
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Fig. 7. Running time of PoW algorithm with increasing difﬁculty.

The minimum difﬁculty of PoW is 1, and the maximum
should not exceed the length of hash. Indeed, it cannot reach
the maximum value for normal light nodes because running
time increases exponentially when the value of difﬁculty D
is larger than 11, and when D = 14, the running time on
Raspberry Pi has reached 245.3 seconds, which is unbearable.
But on the other side, it is also a good way to punish malicious
nodes.
Due to the running time of PoW on different IoT devices
may be different, in this experiment, we choose the range of
difﬁculty from 1 to 14. We set 11 as the initial difﬁculty
of PoW, which is the relatively appropriate initial value for
computation capability limited IoT devices, i.e., the difﬁculty
is not too large also not too small.
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Fig. 9. Performance evaluation in credit-based PoW mechanism. The initial
difﬁculty of PoW is 11. The four control experiments respectively represent
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In addition, according to Eqn. 2, there are four tunable
parameters, which are λ1 , λ2 , ΔT and α(B). The weight of
each transaction w can be counted from tangle network. Here
we set λ1 = 1, λ2 = 0.5, ΔT = 30 seconds, α(B) = 0.5 for
the lazy tip event and α(B) = 1 for the double-spending event.
We simulated behaviours of a light node to present working
mechanism of credit-based PoW, which is shown in Fig. 8.
The x-axis represents sequence of time. We give a range
of three ΔT to show how does credit-based PoW mechanism
work. The y-axis represents credit value for three curves and
denotes weight of transactions for bars. Also, we use a negative
weight value to denote a malicious attack.
We can observe that the curve of Cr overlaps with that of
CrP when CrN = 0, since the node does not conduct any
malicious behaviour before, the negative credit part is 0. Once
the node does any abnormal behaviour, and detected immediately. As a result, there will be a corresponding adjustment for
credit value. From Fig. 8 (a), we can see that when time is at
24th second, the node conducts a malicious attack, CrN has
a sharp decline in short time, thus Cr also sharply decreases
according to Eqn. 2.
1
, which means the less Cr is, the
We know that Cr ∝ D
more difﬁcult PoW becomes. The node has to take a longer
time to calculate a correct nonce for the next transaction after
conducting a malicious behaviour. Thus there is a spacing
between 24th second and 61st second in Fig. 8 (a) because

of the punishment for the malicious behaviour. It takes 37
seconds to recover the normal transaction in this experiment,
and during this time, CrP also decreases because it is inactive.
The degree of punishment can be adjusted ﬂexibly according
to the requirement of system. As time goes, the credit value of
node will increase gradually and return to normal transaction
rate. Besides that, in Fig. 8 (b), if the node conducts malicious
attacks twice or more, it will take longer time to recover
normal transaction rate, which can well prevent malicious
nodes from attacking. The simulation results indicate that the
credit-based PoW mechanism can mitigate malicious attacks
effectively.
Then, we compare the credit-based PoW mechanism with
the original PoW mechanism, and set four control experiments
as shown in Fig. 9.
We conducted these four control experiments during a range
time of three ΔT , i.e., 90 seconds, and evaluate the average
time of PoW per transaction. From Fig. 9, we can observe
that the credit-based PoW with normal behaviours perform the
best in running time, which only takes 0.118 second of PoW
for each transaction on average, while it takes 0.7 second on
average for original PoW mechanism. This indicates that the
credit-based PoW can speed up transactions for honest nodes.
We also notice that for malicious nodes, the more malicious
behaviours they conduct, the longer time they need to post a
transaction. The penalty time is exponential with the number
of malicious attacks, so malicious nodes can hardly complete
a transaction which will consume much computing resources.
The result indicates credit-based PoW mechanism can also
defend malicious attacks efﬁciently even if an honest node
becomes a malicious one suddenly.
B. Impact of Data Authority Management Method on Transaction Efﬁciency
We evaluated the data authority management method’s
inﬂuence on transaction efﬁciency. In the method, there mainly
contains two components, which are secret key distribution
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Fig. 10. Impact of symmetric encryption algorithm on transaction efﬁciency.

and sensor data encryption. Considering the frequency of use,
key distribution will not be conducted frequently, even only
conducted once at the initialization of system, impact on
transaction can be ignored. Thus, in this part, we focus on
evaluating performance in sensor data encryption.
As introduced in Section V, we adopt the AES algorithm
in sensor data encryption. And we test the speed of data
encryption for different message length, which is from 64
bytes to 1 millionbytes, and the result is shown in Fig. 10.
Note that Fig. 10 uses a logarithmic scale.
We can observe that running time of AES increases with
increasing message length. When message length is 64 bytes,
the running time of AES is 0.205 millisecond. When message
length is 1 millionbytes, the running time is 1.491 second.
Indeed, a 256 kilobytes data package is large enough for IoT
transmission. In this experiment, encrypting a message with
256 kilobytes length on Raspberry Pi only needs 0.373 second,
which has tiny impact on the whole transaction process. Thus
we can conclude that the data authority management method
has reasonable impact on transaction efﬁciency.
C. Security Analysis
In this part, we analyze security from two aspects, which
are system security and privacy protection respectively.
1) System security: We analyze system security from four
threat models introduced in Section III, which are single point
of failure, Sybil attack, lazy tips and double-spending. We
discuss system security under the premise that the manager in
B-IoT is always honest.
• Single point of failure. Because B-IoT is built based on
DAG-structured blockchain, which is a distributed ledger,
consisting of a group of replicated database nodes. Sensor
data are redundantly replicated by all full nodes, so it is
resilient for failure of one or more nodes, which improves
reliability of IoT system.
• Sybil attack. In Section IV-A, we have already presented
the blockchain-based devices management scheme. We
know that information recorded in blockchain cannot
be tampered, so we can leverage this feature to man-

age IoT devices by maintaining an authorization list
on blockchain. And full nodes can decline to provide
services for unauthorized IoT devices according to the
list, which can effectively defend attacks like DDoS,
Sybil attack.
• Lazy tips. Lazy tips behaviours can be detected easily
according to veriﬁcation records on blockchain, so the
punishment mechanism in our proposed credit-based consensus algorithm can well defend from such attack by
increasing the difﬁculty of consensus algorithm.
• Double-spending.
The consensus mechanism in
blockchain can prevent double-spending effectively,
but the original consensus does not have punishment
mechanism. Thus our proposed credit-based PoW
mechanism in this work also helps to punish and defend
from malicious nodes.
2) Privacy protection: In B-IoT, there are two groups
of sensor data, sensitive and non-sensitive data. Due to the
transparency of blockchain, it is necessary to protect data
privacy for sensitive data.
As described in Section IV-C, we utilize symmetric encryption algorithm to implement a data authority management
method, which provides sensor data conﬁdentiality through
encrypting data before storing in blockchain. Only users who
have the secret key can decrypt and get sensor data, which
regulates the access to sensitive sensor data in a transparent
system. In addition, the data authority management method
brings reasonable impact on transaction efﬁciency, which is
resource-friendly to IoT devices.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
In IoT system, there are common technical challenges
[6], [21] needed to tackle such as scalability, dependability,
privacy, access control, etc. In this section, we review related
work for addressing these challenges and discuss the insufﬁciencies of them brieﬂy.
There are existing solutions that are not based on blockchain
technologies. For example, C. E. Kaed et al. [22] presented a
semantic rules engine for IoT gateways that allows implementing dynamic and ﬂexible rule-based control strategies, which
is vulnerable to single point failure and malicious attacks
due to the centralized architecture. M. Shamim Hossain et al.
[23] presented a HealthIoT-enabled monitoring framework to
collect healthcare data from mobile devices and sensors, which
also faces the same risks. In addition, healthcare data stored
in central servers may be vulnerable to privacy disclosure.
Quaddah et al. [24] did a comprehensive survey of different
access control solutions in IoT, they concluded that commonly
used Internet protocols cannot be applied to constrained environments.
Thus, with the emergence of blockchain technology, researchers try to break traditional Internet protocols, i.e., clientserver paradigm, and turn the research focus to applying
blockchain to IoT to solve aforementioned issues. For example, A. Dorri et al. [9] proposed a Blockchain-based smart
home framework to achieve security goals of conﬁdentiality,
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integrity and availability. But they eliminated the concept
of PoW to speed up efﬁciency of transactions, which will
raise security risks. Z. Shae et al. [25] proposed a blockchain
platform for clinical trial and precision medicine, which still
stuck in the concept stage and is lack of evaluation. K. R.
zylmaz et al. [26] tried to integrate low-power IoT devices to
a blockchain-based infrastructure, but the system was implemented on Ethereum blockchain, which overloads IoT devices.
And the low throughput of Ethereum blockchain cannot satisfy
the demands of IoT system. Di Pietro et al. [27] described a
distributed trust model for the IoT that bridges them to create
end-to-end trust between IoT devices without any third party,
which just applied the blockchain technology into IoT systems
and did not present a detailed implementation.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a blockchain-based IoT system
to address aforementioned challenges for IoT. The proposed
credit-based PoW mechanism, which decreases power consumption for honest nodes while increasing computing complexity for malicious nodes, helps to make the DAG structured
blockchain more suitable for IoT systems. Also, the data
authority management method can protect data privacy without
affecting the system performance, which is also practical
in IoT system. The results of extensive experiments and
evaluation show that our system has a good performance in
IoT.
This work will be of importance to research in distributed IoT systems by providing a practical DAG structured
blockchain based solution. Our solution is not only suitable
for the smart factory, but also able to applied in various IoT
scenarios. However, there are still some limitations in our
system, such as sensor data quality control, storage limitations.
In future directions, we can explore sensor data quality control
schemes in blockchain-based systems and some methods to
store huge amounts of data.
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